
I. C. NANJING AND THE HONGGUANG REGIl\-tE 

I. C .1. Archival Documents, Published 

a. MQSL. Ser. E¥', vol. 2. 

b. MQCZ. I: Hongguang shiliao 5b*~fL items 66-81, 83-86. 

c. MQDA. Ser. A, vols. 1-2. 

I.C.2. Baida Shanrenji B1J:I1IA~ rYan Guguji !mtlt!. (b); Yan Gugu quan 
~ji (c)], 6 j. 

Yan Ermei rmmm rYan Gugu]: Nianpu by Lu Yitong ~-~ (1804-63), 
suppl. Zhang Xiangwen ~:ffi)C constitutes first two j. of (b) and (c); 
QDRW, I: 211-21. 

Compo and ed. Wan Shouqi ~~m (d. 1652). 
Editions: 

(a) In Xuzhou er yiminji ~1H=J1~~,j. 5-10. Compo Feng Xu l~~. 
Prefaces 1894. 

(b) Ed. Zhang Xiangwen. 1919. 
(c) Beijing: Zhongguo dixue hui r:p~i~~fr, 1922. 

Yan Ermei was a prominent litterateur of the Jiangnan region (from Pei 1$ 
Co. in far northern South Zhili), known especially for his poetic talent and so
cial concerns. In the early spring of 1645, when Grand Secretary Shi Kefa (see 
I.C.24) was serving as commander in chief of the Four Defense Commands [9. 
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north of the Yangzi River, Yan was invited to join him as an adviser. Juan 6 of 
this collection contains a letter from Yan to Shi (drastically abbreviated in edition 
[cD, which was prompted by the assassination of one of the defense comman
ders, Gao Jie ~~, a former roving rebel. Yan urges Shi to tum that to his 
advantage by proceeding vigorously to incorporate Gao's semi-independent 
troops under regular Ming military commands and to advance on the same prin
ciple to enlist the freelance militarists and erstwhile rebels of the North China 
plain in patriotic resistance to the Qing. 

Also worth sampling are Yan's poems, particularly the yueju ~}(f, which 
express his despair over developments and his hatred of the Manchus. Among 
Y an's "expositions" ~ are several concerning relations between ruler and min
isters, which offer background to the great disappointment of southern intellec
tuals with the HG emperor. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 913. Prohib: 464. 

I.C.3. Beishijilue Jt~*c.~, 1 j. 
Chen Hongfan Irtm:QiB: Guoque (II.12.b), vol. 7: 6111, 6114, 6117, 6131, 

6178; Zaolin zazu (I.C.30), t sec., 12b-13a; Mingji nanlue Cll.26.e), II: 
215, 219; Qi 7lwngmin gong rili CI.C.19): 116, 120. 

Editions: 
(a) In Jingtuo yishi, 28th wk. Rpt. in MQ, pt. 3, vol. 5; and BJA, vol. 7. 
(b) In ZNW, pt. 10. 
Cc) In TW, no. 249. 1968. 

Chen Hongfan was the chief military envoy, along with the civil officials 
Zuo Maodi tr:mm and Ma Shaoyu ~;tgJhW, in the HG court's ambassadorial 
mission to the Qing court in Beijing during the autumn of 1644. The Beishi ji
lue is Chen's account of this inauspicious, frustrated, and unsuccessful mission, 
which ended with the detention of Zuo and Ma in Beijing and the release of Chen 
to convey Qing messages to the southern authorities. Probably to some extent 
the account was written to dispel well-founded suspicions in the South that Chen 
had been co-opted by the Qing, and that he had been released to return to Nan
jing as their secret agent 

For a somewhat later but contemporaneous account of the mission, which 
stands as a foil to Chen's apology, see the anonymous Shieh en bixue ue:§~ 
1fn [Shichen bixue lu ~], 1 j. (in Shiyuan eongshu, pt. 1, last wk.). Therein 
the more usual view-that Zuo was a steadfast patriot and Chen a weak-willed 
turncoat-is maintained, to the point of asserting that Chen's eventual death 
was caused by Zuo's ghost! See also I.K.1.a and ll.24. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 499-500. 

I.C.4. Bingyuan zouyi ~fEi*~. 
Chen Zilong ~r~: Chang Kang-i 1991; Zhu Dongrun 1984; Wang Yun 

et al. 1803; QDRW, IV: 376-84. 
Editions: 

(a) Ming imprint held NLB (II: 395). 
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(b) Ed. Chen Yusheng ~~§. Songjiang tl1I, 1897. Rep. in Chen 
Zilong wenji ~.::ffitt)(~, vol. 2. Shanghai wenxian congshu J:~ 
)(~.If ser. Shanghai: Huadong shifan daxue chubanshe ~* 
gffijitk*ttn~t±, 1988. 

Note: These memorials are not to be found in the Chen Zhongyu quanji ~ 
~ffr~~, camp. Wang Yun 3::~ and Wang Chang 3::7)§ (preface 
1803). 

Chen Zilong was a stellar figure in Jiangnan elite culture at the end of the 
Ming dynasty, famous for his scholarship, his poetry, his leadership in Fushe 
1lt± politics, his association with the most renowned courtesan of the day, Liu 
Shi ;fW~, and his martyrdom in the Yangzi Delta resistance to Qing occupation 
in 1645 (see I.D.3 and LD.15). With the establishment of the HG court, he was 
appointed supervising secretary of the Office of Scrutiny for War, with special 
responsibility for overseeing the Capital Training Divisions. The Bingyuan 
zouyi consists of the memorials he wrote in that position (numbering thitty-six 
in edition [a]), most of which append dated imperial responses, from the 6th 
through the 8th mos. of 1644. Many of these proffer advice to the HG emperor 
in subject and manner typical of the "righteous element"-select the truly wor
thy, not "small" men; listen to admonitory advice; control eunuch influence; 
etc. The substantial number on military affairs and defense, though sometimes 
draped rather heavily in erudite historical analogy, show an impressive grasp of 
strategic geography and the ptinciples of military operations, and they pinpoint 
the most serious and urgent problems in the military situation of the Nanjing 
government. 

In edition (a) one can find in their entirety five memorials (all from the 8th 
mo.) that are missing ~ or only partial ~ in (b). 

I.e.s. Cichellgtallg wellji ~~1~t)(~, 16 j. 
Guan Shaoning ~~$: Nanjiang yishi (II.31.c): 56. 
Editions: 

(a) Duxue shanfang ~~llJm, 183l. 
(b) QK, j. 546-51 (rpt. vol. 39), consists of j. 1-15 of the above, omitting 

only front matter and poems. 

As junior vice minister of rites in the HG court, Guan Shaoning championed 
stdct maintenance of the ceremonies, fonnalities, and estabHshed procedures 
without which, many felt, the Ming dynasty would lack an essential part of its 
identity. Guan' s numerous memorials from the HG period reflect a deep con
cern with upholding Ming dtual proprieties in a time of crisis. Many deal with 
bestowing honorifics on recent casualties, which occasioned much partisan 
wrangling, and on figures who had been wronged during previous Ming reigns 
and whose restless spirits were thought to be afflicting the dynasty. For promi
nent refugees from the North, the bestowal of such honors on deceased relatives 
brought sorely needed official perquisites. This drew even more attention and 
scrutiny to Guan' s proposals. 
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Also preserved in this collection are edicts that Guan penned for the HG 
emperor in order to exhort important civil and military officials (and reassure 
the king of Liuqiu JJriBl< [RyiikyO]). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 833-34 (reports an 1877 ed.). 
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I.C.6. Dufu shugao 1l~ffit~, 2 fasc.; Zhongxing shujie r:J:lJiiffiEm [cover title 
Zhongmin gong anfu Jiangnan shu chao f.ilJ~&0$:~rr.i¥iiffiEM;], 1 fasc. 

Qi Biaojia :m~{i [Qi Zhongmin J~J~~; Qi Zhonghui ~]: ECCP: 126; Wang 
Siren 1937; Ying Yukang 1987a. 

Qi family Yuanshantang JjW~ MSS, held NLB (II: 394). Rpt. in Qi Biaojia 
wen 'gao, vol. 1. 

Qi Biaojia spent virtually his entire official career in the Suzhou i*1H
Songjiang (Su-Song) circuit of the Yangzi Delta, first as regional inspector 
under the CZ emperor, then under HG as governor, then viceroy. He played 
an important role in the founding of the HG court, and in the Su-Song area he 
occupied a crucial and delicate position. He had to contain social unrest in the 
heart of the court's base region while extracting revenues from that rich area for 
the deficit-ridden Nanjing government. And, while severe factional infighting 
ensued, he also held military authority over the region that separated Nanjing 
from the Zhejiang and Fujian armies, which some, particularly in the Ma Shi
ying lit±~-Ruan Dacheng ~*~ (Ma-Ruan) clique, feared might try to 
overthrow the HG regime. 

The Dufu shugao consists of Qi' s memorials from his tenure as Su-Song 
viceroy, beginning on CZI7(l644)/6/26, when he arrived at his post, and end
ing on 12/8 with his acknowledgment of release from his duties-a benchmark 
in the rise to power of the Ma-Ruan faction, which forced Qi out of office. The 
Zhongxing shujie represents a somewhat longer period, from CZ17/5/5, when 
the HG regency was proclaimed (see I.C.7), through the end of Qi's tenn as Su
Song viceroy. 

Of the almost one hundred total memorials in these two collections, only 
three are entered inj. 1 of the Qi Biaojiaji tBJJfa1*~ (Shanghai: ZH, 1960), a 
punctuated rep. of the Qi 7lwnghui gong yiji tft~J~~0J1~, 10 j., compo Du 
Xu ;{±~ and Du Chunsheng ;{±~1: (Shanyin UJ~, 1835); 8 j. rep. in QK, j. 
421-28 [rpt. vol. 30]). The Qi Biaojiaji does offer one additional item, how
ever, the "Chen san da bizheng shu" ~.=.*~iI&iffrt from the 7th mo. of 1644. 
These memorials should be read in tandem with Qi's diary entries from this 
period (I.C.19). See also LC.12. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 848. 

I. C. 7 • Fu wang dengji shilu m.:E!tti!i~, 1 j. 
Wen Zhenheng )C.~: Xiaotianjizhuan, 49 (IV: 629); Tayingyuanji (II.38), 

1/14b-16a. 
Editions: 

(a) In Xiangshan caotang congchao, 16th wk. 
(b) In Tong shi, vol. 1. 
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(c) In Jiashenjishi, j. 1 (XLT, fase. 107; rpt. vol. 21). 
(d) In TW, no. 266. 1968. 

This is a brief, succinct account of the formal steps taken, after the arrival of 
the prince of Fu m.:E. outside Nanjing, to maneuver him through the position of 
jianguo ~~ ("overseer of the realm") into the position of emperor. No insights 
are provided, however, on the confusions, disagreements, and partisan machi-
nations that lay behind these formalities. This work is about the same as the 
Longfei jilue ~m~c~ in the Xingchao zhilue collection (I.C.25), j. 1, but it 
is somewhat more complete and certainly more available than the latter. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 480. 

I. C. 8. Ge Zhonghan yiji ~rp~m~. 
Ge Lin ~M: Nanjiang yishi (ll.31.c): 264-65; Ye Tingguan [1862]: 2/5a-6b. 
Compo Ge Tun ~I$ (author's son). 
Editions: 

(a) 12 j., 1 prefatory j. Ed. Wen Fuqi NJtifJT. Dunbentang ~*¥:, 1890. 
Rep. of SZ or KX ed. 

(b) 3 j. only in QK, j. 454-56 (rpt. vol. 31). 

Ge Lin was a martially spiritedjuren ~A from Danyang FJ-~ in Zhenjiang .rr Pref., South Zhili. He was active in raising local volunteer forces and 
training "righteous" militia, beginning with arrival of the news of Beijing's 
calamity in the spring of 1644 and ending when Ge was killed in battle during 
the summer of 1645, having led waterborne resistance against the Qing in the 
Wusong ~m area of the Yangzi Delta. As the HG court was being established, 
he helped to halt a rampage by Ming troops stationed at the important Grand 
Canal station of Jingkou *0 (see I.C.12). For this he was recommended to 
the court by Shi Kefa (see I.C.24) and Qi Biaojia (see LC.6) and \yas given a 
nominal appointment as drafter. with little actual encouragement 

Juan 2 of this collection includes nine policy proposals that Ge submitted to 
the prince of Fu 1171 (i.e., the HG emperor); j. 4 contains several letters to Shi 
Kefa, Qi Biaojia, and others responsible for military preparedness in the Zhen
jiang area and parts northward; and j. 11 has an essay, "Sangtu chuyan" ~± 
~§, setting forth Ge's views on raising, training. supplying, and deploying 
volunteer annies, as well as his letters home when he committed himself to re
sistance fighting and his last testament when he realized that he probably would 
be killed. The QK selections do not include several of those items. 

Ge consistently promoted vigorous military mobilization and rapid advance
ment to meet the enemy. In particular, he was a strong proponent of using 
patriotic local forces to reinvigorate the Ming regular annies. He represents an 
element that the HG court neither could afford to alienate nor to accept too 
positively, for fear of generating even more armed confusion, especially near 
Nanjing. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 839-40. 
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I. C. 9. Guojiang qishi MJriI -(;$, 1 j. 
Chen Zhenhui ~~. [Chen Dingsheng 5E~]: ECCP: 82-83; Donglin 

liezhuan, 16116a-17b; QXLZ, 463/15a-22a. 
Editions: 

(a) In Tongshi, vol. 11. 
(b) In ZNW, pt. 7. Rpt. in BI.10, vol. 2. 
(c) In TW, no. 258. 1968. 
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Chen Zhenhui, whose father had been a prominent official of Donglin *** 
afflliation, carried on after his father's death as an activist in the Fushe. Fate
fully, he was one of those behind a partisan "manifesto" of 1639 that had hu
miliated Ruan Dacheng and driven him out of Nanjing. Though Chen never 
obtained a civil service degree higher than licentiate and did not hold an official 
position in the HG court, he was deeply involved from beginning to end in the 
struggle of the "righteous" element against the "pernicious" clique, the latter 
epitomized by Ma Shiying and Ruan Dacheng, who eventually gained control of 
the court. As Ruan rose in power, Chen suffered blacklisting and imprisonment, 
but, unlike others in his cohort, he escaped execution for his partisan stance. 

The controversial "seven matters" treated in this work are: the selection and 
enthronement of the prince of Fu; the encroachment of miJitary nobles on civil
governmental affairs; a ban on summary arrests by the eunuch "secret service"; 
protection from persecution of the fiercely critical censor Liu Zongzhou (see 
I.C.14); the appointment and disruptive activities of the Four Defense Comman
ders; the mutiny of Zuo Liangyu (see I.C.27); and the attempt to uphold the CZ
period ban on employing officials associated with the "eunuch clique." 

Some pertinent items, particularly the "Shu jiashen nanzhong shi" • Ef3 $ 
j¥j$~, can be found in Chen's Shushi qize •• -t;~U, 1 j. (ZCZ, II: 351); also 
see a KX-period imprint of the Chenshijiaji ~~*~ (ZSB.il, #322). Ano
ther work by Chen Zhenhui, the Shanyang lu l.lJ ~~ (Zhaodai congshu, pt J.X, 
fasc. 50; Shuoku, fase. 43) consists of reminiscences about twenty-five of his 
friends, some prominent in Southern Ming affairs, who lost their lives during 
the conquest. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 739, 957-58. 

I. C.l O. Hongguang shilu chao 51d'C.~~J> [Hongguang shilu; Hongguang ri B 
lu], 4 j. 

Gucangshi Shichen ~~~5Eg! [pseud.], attrib. Huang Zongxi J.t*~ 
[Huang Lizhou ~tffl]: ECCP: 351-54; Ono 1968; QDRW, II: 376-86. 

Preface 1658. 
(a) In Tongshi, vol. 2. 
(b) In ZNW, pt. 8. Rpt. in BI.10, vol. 2. 
(c) TW, no. 266. 1968. 
(d) In Huang Zongxi quanji, vol. 2. 

Though the title of this work suggests an official-style compilation of docu
mentary records, it actually is an unabashedly judgmental chronicle in the gang
mu ~ § ("outline and detail") fonn. Written to a considerable extent from the 
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perspective of strident Senior Censor in Chief Liu Zongzhou (see I.C.14), of 
whom Huang Zongxi was a principal disciple, this work liberally casts aspersion 
and suspicion on everyone in the HG regime who did not match the militantly 
principled standards of the Fushe partisans. Virtually libeling the prince of Fu, it 
lends credibility and propriety to all challenges to his court's legitimacy, makes 
heroes of all who opposed Ma-Ruan and their alleged agents among the eunuchs, 
nobles, and militarists, and generally conveys a sense of close-knit, demonic 
conspiracy and ingenious coordination for power-grabbing ends among enemies 
of the "righteous" partisans. 

Compared to the Jiayi shian (I.C.11), the Hongguang shilu chao is less 
informatively insightful. It is, however, an important document of the trench 
warfare mentality of many in the Fushe. 

Ref: Wu Guang 1986a: 550-54; Xie Guozhen 1981: 483-84. 

I.e.tt. Jiayi shian Etl6~~ [Sheng 'an benji ~***c (a, b)]. 
Wen Bing )C*: See I.A.29. 
Editions: 

(a) 6 j. In Jingtuo yishi, 3rd wk. (DG-period Liulichang ed~ preferable). 
(b) In lW, no. 123, vol. 1: 31, to vol. 2: 204. 1968. Based on (a), 

Liulichang ed. 
(c) In Mingji shiliao jizhen, pt. 1, no. 3. Rpt. of a FSN MS. 

Extant MSS and bibliographic records of this work prior to its first printing in 
the DG period indicate 2 j. or 3 j., not 6. The 2-j. MSS that I have perused 
(FSN: 44; FUL) are superior to the 6-j. editions both in fullness of content 
and in non-observance of Qing terminological taboos. 

The author was the eldest son of Wen Zhenmeng, a fearlessly outspoken 
Donglin partisan and a combative grand secretary under the CZ emperor, and he 
was a nephew of Wen Zhenheng (see I.C.7), who risked persecution by Ruan 
Dacheng during the HG period and committed patriotic suicide when the Qing 
took over Suzhou in 1645. In this work, Wen Bing continues the political his
tory of his time, begun with his Xianbo zhishi 7tJi~m and Lie huang xiaozhi 
(I.A.29), through the HG reign, not pretending to objectivity in his almost ex
treme employment of "praise and blame" f!JlZ techniques. But he does provide 
valuable insights and details on certain affairs. Writing on the pattern of the 
moralistic Zizhi tongjian gangmu JfmwiijlJ § by Zhu Xi *:a (1130-1200), 
and frequently expressing his own opinions injaming ~f!13 entries, Wen con
demns prominent "pernicious" figures, champions those who opposed them, 
derides the prince of Fu, rants against the interferences of opportunistic nobles 
and militarists, and even snidely criticizes popular figures for not taking suffi
ciently forceful action against such traitorous elements. 

In one of the worst cases of mistaken bibliographical identity in Southern 
Ming historiography, this work later was attributed to Gu Yanwu and given the 
tide of Gu' s 2-j. work, the Sheng' an benji (I.C.23). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 481-83; Zhu Xizu 1961: 31-36. Prohib: 194. 
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I.C.12. lingkou bianlue *D~~. 
Anon. 
Editions: 

(a) In liashenjishi, j. 6 (XLT, fase. 112; rpt. vol. 21). 
(b) In Tongshi, vol. 8. 
(c) In TW, no. 268. 1968. 
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This brief account tells of the inception, course, and outcome of an alter
cation, in the late 6th mo. of 1644, between different Ming army units stationed 
at the Jingkou garrison, attached to the Zhenjiang prefectural city at the important 
point where the Grand Canal intersects with the southern bank of the Yangzi. 
The narrator conveys the sympathy of the Zhenjiang residents with the troops 
from Zhejiang Prov., who had maintained good relations with the populace, and 
their hatred for the newly arrived unit ofYu Yongshou !R'IT7k~, a general 
under the authority of Shi Kefa (see I.C.24), which brought havoc to the people 
and consequently angered the Zhejiang troops. The resulting melee, which cost 
a couple of hundred military and civilian lives, was eventually stopped by the 
intervention of the Su-Song viceroy, Qi Biaojia (see I.C.6 and I.C.19). The 
account shows a good example of the lack of discipline that allowed many con
flicts to arise between "host" and "guest" troops on the Ming side. 

I.C.13. Kejingtangji nr~¥:m.12j. 
Xu Shiqi ~:SJJ{: Five biogs. by contemporaries app. to this work. 
Compo Xu Zhuchen ~tt§ (author's son). 
Apparently published in the 1650s. Held SL, BUL, * and Huadong Normal 

Univ. ~*Bffii8*~ Lib.* (ZSB .• , #10279). Some effacement. 

The 3rdj. of this work, the collected writings of Xu Shiqi, consists of Xu's 
memorials to the HG emperor from the 6th mo. of 1644, when he was appointed 
senior censor in chief and almost immediately reappointed minister of personnel, 
through the 11 th mo. of that year. Most also append the emperor's responses. 
These memorials reflect well Xu's conflicted concerns: on the one hand, he 
hoped to reestablish and maintain regular Ming personnel procedures for conti
nuity and to stanch abuses; on the other hand, he saw the need for extraordinary 
measures appropriate to the government's critical situation. Xu's memorials also 
provide information on the appointments of lesser-known figures in the HG 
court. 

The 12th j. consists largely of letters written in 1644--45 to other prominent 
HG officials such as Qi Biaojia, Shi Kefa, Qian Qianyi, and Liu Zongzhou. It 
concludes with an open letter calling for resistance to the Qing forces in Jiang
nan, Xu's letter declining service under the Qing, and his last notes to intimates 
before his suicide. 

Ref: Wang Zhongmin 1983: 672 (indicates BUL holding); Xie Guozhen 
1981: 849-51. Prohib: 193. 
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I. C .14. Liuzi quanshu IJ-"f3tilf, 40 j. 
Liu Zongzhou IJ*.fflJ [Liu lishan ~1lJ]: ECCP: 532-33; Yao Mingda 1934; 

biog. by Okada Takehiko 1ifiJE8~~ prefatory to Kyoto edition (see below); 
a xingzhuang by Huang Zongxi (also in Huang Zongxi quanji. I: 208-62) 
and a nianpu by one of Liu' s sons constitute j. 39~0 of this collection. 

Compo Dong Yang!f!J8 et al. (disciples and sons of the author). 
Shanyin UJ~ ed. of 1685-86, rep. by Wang Youli £ff:lz: et al. Preface 1835. 

Rpt in 7llOnghua wenshi congshu, no. 57. 2nd rpt., with Shen Fucan tt 
1t~, comp., Liuzi quanshu yibian (1892 reediting of 1850 ed.), in Ryiishi 
zensho oyobi ihen IJ-"f~i!tBdflli, 2 vols. (Kyoto: Chllbun shuppansha 
q:rXaH~f±, 1981). 

Liu Zongzhou was one of the most important philosophers and teachers of 
his century. His turbulent official career and active involvement in Donglin 
politics, which touched every Ming reign from WL through HG, are reflected in 
this collection. Of particular relevance here is j. 18, which contains Liu's memo
rials to the HG emperor from the time of his reappointment to his highest CZ
period post, senior censor in chief, in the 5th mo. of 1644, through his delay in 
accepting that post, during which he tried to elicit certain policy commitments 
from the emperor, until his high-profile resignation just four months later. Liu 
searingly criticizes the fecklessness of the court (implicating the emperor, of 
course) and all the "pernicious" elements (especially Ma Shiying) and their allies 
among the military nobles and commanders (especially Liu Kongzhao iJJLBH 
and Liu Zeqing ;rJ~m). 

Though only a dozen in number, these HG memorials vivify for us the in
crease in partisan tension that Liu' s presence and departure generated at the 
Nanjing court. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 842-44. Prohib: 451. 

I.C.IS. Mingji riji ~*B~, 1 j. 
Yao Wenxi tzJEXm: Postscript to this work by Zhang Shiqi ~E~. 
Copies: 

(a) MS app. to Tongbian rilu m~ B ~ by Jiang Chen ~gr, held NCL 
(I: 183). Partial trans. in Voices, pp. 58-66. 

(b) In MS collection Mingji yeshi sanzhong ~*If ;e=:tm, held NLB 
(1: 353). 

The latter half of this brief (nineteen double-page) memoir is a fascinating, 
colorful, personal retelling of what it was like to be an ordinary resident of Nan
jing in the month during which that city was abandoned by the HG emperor and 
occupied by the Manchus. It includes a vivid description of Prince Dodo. The 
first half recounts all the disruptions, from local revolts to roving bandits and er
rant Ming militarists, that forced the author's family to gradually abandon their 
home in Tongcheng m~ Co. (Anqing~" Prer., South Zhili) and move mem
bers to the relative security of Nanjing from 1634 to 1644. 
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I.C.l6. Mingji shUu ~*.~ [Mingjiyishi ~*~~ (various MSS)], 1 j. 
Compo attrib. Gu Yanwu .u~~ [Gu Tinglin ~*f]: ECCP: 421-26; Peterson 

1968-69; Zhang Mu 1971. 
Editions: 

(a) In Tinglin xiansheng yishu ershier zlwng ljt**:7'G~tttfJ= + =~, 
fasc. 5. Zhushi jiaojing shanfang *~~#~UJm, 1898. 

(b) In MBX, 2nd wk. Rpt. in BJ.31, vol. 10. 
(c) In Huailu congshu :.f*Jliii~ (Shanghai: Saoye shanfang :fm~0Jm, 

1888), fasc. 51. Rpt. in CJCX, vol. 277. 
(d) In Zhaodai congshu. pt. gui ~. fasc. 145 (rpt. vol. 4). Rpt. in Zhong

hua wenshi congshu, vol. 76. Combines portions that appear in (c) as 
well as in a KX-period MS reviewed by Li Ciming (1961: 377-78). 

(e) In Tinglin xiansheng yishu huiji, fase. 7. 
Several MSS of this work are extant in four j. (see ZSB.;e., #3061-71). The 

contents of those I have seen do not differ significantly from that of the 1-j. 
Zhaodai edition. 

This is a collection of short records and copies of public proclamations that 
mainly concern Beijing officials under the tyranny of Li Zicheng * § RX:. But 
about one-third are public proclamations, edicts, reports, and memorials that 
reflect the formal process of urging the prince of Fu to "act" as ruler, installing 
him as regent or "overseer of the realm," and finally enthroning him as HG 
emperor, in the 5th mo. of 1644 (see also I.C.7). A few additional items, in
cluding a Qing propaganda announcement, take things to the end of the 7th mo. 
This is one of the principal sources of our knowledge of publicly issued official 
documents of the HG period (see also I.C.25, I.C.31) . 

Ref: Ishihara 1935: 431-34; Li Ciming 1961: 377-78; Xie Guozhen 1981: 
370. 

I. C.l7. Moshall caotallg chuji ~0J:i¥L1jtm~, 10 j. 
Wan Yuanji .:lGa: Nanjiang yishi (11.31.c): 127-29; Shikui shu houji (11.35), 

j.4. 
Compo Wan Liuji AS and Wan Jiuji 7tEf (author's younger brothers), 

assisted by various of the author's sons and disciples. 
Qing-period imprint held BUL (ZSB .• , #10337). 

During the CZ period Wan Yuanji gained experience in military coordination 
as an army-inspecting censor in campaigns to quell roving-rebel armies in Hu
guang. In the spring of 1644, when Beijing was lost, he held the position of 
bureau secretary in the Nan jing branch of the Ministry of War. As the HG court 
was being established, he was promoted to vice minister of the Court of the Im
perlal Stud and assigned to coordinate military affairs north of the Yangzi from 
Nanjing. In that capacity he labored mightily to resolve conflicts among the 
Ming generals who were jockeying for advantageous locations in northern South 
Zhili, to reduce the friction between their troops and the populace, and to prevent 
that disorder from spilling south of the Yangzi, preceding the efforts of Shi Kefa 
(see I.C.24) in those veins. 
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Juan 1 of this collection consists largely of Wan's HG-period memorials, 
most of which are about controlling the movements and actions of the Four 
Defense Commanders, especially the mutually antagonistic Gao Jie and Huang 
Degong Ji~Jj], and getting them to direct their hostility toward the dynasty's 
enemies. Several concern clashes between soldiers and civilians in the Yang
zhou, Yizhen ~~, Linhuai Ii@;$, and Liuhe t\?s areas. Wan also comments 
astutely on court personnel policies and strongly supports the bestowal of hon
orifics on figures in the distant and recent past whose martyrdoms for the Ming 
state could inspire the irresolute hearts of the present. 

Significantly , Wan remains more worried about the continuing threat from 
the roving rebels than about that from the Manchus, and he still believes that Wu 
Sangui (see I.B.12) is loyal to the Ming-in these respects representing one side 
of a HG strategic dilemma. His overriding concern to defend against and attack 
Li Zicheng's armies, then in Shanxi, also is shown in j. 3, a stout collection of 
maps, "map discussions" ilIDl, and strategy briefs on the semicircle of far 
northern Henan north of the Yellow River (Zhangde ~1~, Weihui 1¥iJl, and 
Huaiqing ,tI~ Prefs.). That area was crucial to front line confrontation with the 
rebels but only part of the picture for stopping a Qing advance on South Zhili. 

Ref: Wang Zhongmin 1983: 672-73; Xie Guozhen 1981: 853-55. 

I.e.IS. Nandu lu l¥i~i1c [liashen riji EJ3 $ B~ (b)]. 
Li Qing *m [Li Yingbi ~~]: ECCP: 454; QDRW, V: 290-94; Xu Qianxue 

1883: 32/1a-3b. 
Copies and edition: 

(a) 12 j. Qing-period MS held SL (ZSB.;e, #3171). 
(b) 8 j. Qing-period MSS held ZPL* and NLB (ZSB.5E, #3054-55). The 

rare NLB copy is too disintegrated to use; however, an NLB reg. copy 
is in good condition. 

(c) 5 j. Qing-period MS held ZPL (ZSB.;e. #3173).* 
(d) 5 j. ColI. and punct. He Huaichang 1PJ1*l§. MM. 1968. Based on (c) 

and checked against (b )-ZPL copy. 
The NCL MS entitled liashen riji and atttibuted to Li Qing actually is an 

abridged version of the liayi shian by Wen Bing (I.C.Il). 

Unlike the author's Sanyuan biji (LC.22), which treats matters of both the 
CZ and HG periods and is written in the form of topical notes, this work is a 
strictly sequenced chronicle, focusing on HG affairs (and including the short
lived regime of the prince of Luh iEE at Hangzhou in the last j.). It begins in 
CZI7(1644)/4/30 with the prince ofFu's arrival outside Nanjing and ends in 
HG 1 (1645)n with a brief reference to the enthronement of the prince of Tang 
lM.:E in Fuzhou mH'I'!, appending one section for the 5th mo. of 1646 when the 
prince of Fu and other captured Ming princes were executed in Beijing. 

In his positions as supervising secretary of the Office of Scrutiny for Works 
and assistant minister of the COUlt of Judicial Review, Li Qing not only per
sonally witnessed a good deal of what transpired at the HG court per se, but he 
also handled or saw many of the court's official documents and frequently was 
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in the physical presence of the HG emperor. These circumstances, along with 
his lack of apparent clique affiliation and his punctiliousness about formal pro
tocol and precise record keeping, make the Nandu lu the best primary chronicle 
of the HG period for well-informed accuracy, documentary detail (especially on 
the conferral of honorary titles), balanced treatment of men on various sides of 
the partisan battles, and an empathetic, humane regard for the HG emperor. 
Nearly lost to three centuries of the vagaries of manuscript transmission, this 
work at last has been published in a carefully prepared, broadly available edition. 

Ref: Wang Zhongmin 1928; Xie Guozhen 1981: 484-88; Zhu Xizu 1961: 
36-40. Prohib: 315. 

I. C .19. Qi Zhongmin gong riji :m*~0 B ~ [Jiayi rili Ef3 Z B M (b)]. 
Qi Biaojia: See I.C.6. 
Editions: 

(a) Shamong: Shaoxing xian xiuzhi weiyuanhui #.iBJl!.~~;t~~1t, 
1937. From the Qi family Yuanshantang ~LlJ1it MS, in 15 pts., 
now held NLB (II: 461-62); rpt in Qi Biaojia wen 'gao, vol. 2. 

(b) TW, no. 279. 1969. Rep. of (a), pts. 14-15 only. 

This diary begins in the 8th mo. of 1631, when Qi Biaojia received a court 
audience in Beijing and was appointed intendant censor for Fujian, and it con
tinues to the 4th day of the ~ 6th mo. of 1645, two days before his suicide. 
Edition (b) covers just the last eighteen months of this span. 

Qi was a disciple of Liu Zongzhou (see I.C.14) and a prominent member of 
the late-Ming reform faction. He was appointed governor of the crucial Su-Song 
circuit during the brief ascent of that faction in the HG court, and he struggled to 
maintain his authority in that post as the opposing (Ma-Ruan) faction displaced 
his partisan comrades in power. As this diary reflects, he also struggled with 
complex fiscal, military, and social problems in Su-Song, including a rash of so
called slave revolts ~J. ~. Herein, Qi also provides valuable information on the 
otherwise poorly recorded attempt to establish the Prince of Luh as regent in 
Hangzhou (see I.E.8). 

A sentimental account of the last day of Qi Biaojia's life, and of his suicide, 
entitled Xian dafu ShipeiJujun xunjie shu 7t:::kxi!tfflJ&;et7lYfrBl1L was written 
and published by his son, Qi Lisun :ml:]!~, before the end of 1645 (held NLB, 
IT: 445). The diary also can be supplemented by consulting Qi's published me
morials from this period (see I.C.6). 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 935; Ying Yukang 1987b: 74-76. 

I.C.20. Qinglin xie N~~, 2 j. 
Ying Tingji ni!U!"5: QXLZ, 461I1a-3a; Yinxian zhi iiB~~~ (1877), renwu 

A!fo/J sec., 13/44a-46a. 
Editions: 

(a) In MB, 14th wk. Rpt. in MQ, pt. 2, vol. 5. 
(b) In ZNW, pt. 10. Rpt. in BI.10, vol. 4. 
(c) In TW, no. 240. 1967. 
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The author served as an adjutant to Shi Kefa during the latter's period as 
commander in chief of the Four Defense Commands, with headquarters at Yang
zhou (see I.C.24). This work is Ying's account of that service, at the end of 
which he takes care to explain how it was that he was not present to die with Shi 
in the infamous siege and rape of Yangzhou in the late 4th and early 5th mos. of 
1645 (see I.D.20). Ying was a very practical adviser, practicality in those days 
including skill not only in mathematics, construction, logistical supervision, and 
personnel management but in astrology, physiognomy, and other forms of prog
nostication about high-risk political and military undertakings. The Qinglin xie 
lets us see the application of such skills. Regarding Shi and his efforts to cajole 
and assuage the unruly defense commanders, Ying is clear sighted and sympa
thetically critical, in contrast to the sentimental adulation of others after Shi's 
death (see, e.g., I.D.16). 

Ref: Fu Yili 1969: ...t/54b; Xie Guozhen 1981: 654-55. 

I. C. 21. Ruan Dacheng benmo xiaoji 1?7C*~**/J\#.C. 
Qian Chengzhi: ~mZ [orig. Qian Bingdeng ~m]: Nianpu by author's son, 

Qian Weilu 1910; QDRW, VI: 244-50; Liu Cheng 1982. 
In Suozhi /u, except (b) and (t). 

The author's family and Ruan Dacheng's family, both of Tongcheng Co., 
had intermarried for several generations until the late CZ period. Then Qian 
Chengzhi and his father became alienated from Ruan because of political and 
factional differences, the Qians favoring the Fushe element which anathematized 
Ruan. Subsequently, when Ruan gained influence in the HG court, Qian was 
endangered and became a fugitive. This work, Qian Chengzhi' s account of 
Ruan's career, naturally is neither objective nor forgiving. But it is more inti
mately informed than other biographies of him. See also II.30. 

For the author's general assessment of the HG com1, in which he principally 
blames Ruan, Ma Shiying, and the emperor for that court's poor showing, com
pared with others in Chinese history that had been forced to hold out in Jiang
nan, unable to retake the North, see the "Nandu lun" i¥ii1lM6 in his Cangshan 'ge 
ji, wencun Xff division (see I.E.8). For a recent biography of Ruan, see Qiu 
Rongyu 1990. 

Prohib: 276-77. 

I.C.22. Sanyuan biji =!!!~~, 3 j. Supp!. 3 j. 
Li Qing: See I.C.18. 
Editions: 

(a) Guxue huikan, pt. 1, fasc. 3. 1912. 
(b) Jiayetang congshu, fasc. 67-69. Adds 4 j. ofjuzhi m~, which have 

been included in all subsequent editions. 
(c) Rep. separately by Jiayetang in 1927. Rpt in Zhonghua wenshi cong

shu, vol. 83; and BJ.30, vol. 9. 
(d) Ed. Gu Si UJi!t In Yuan-Ming shiliao biji congkan JG~;et+*~ 

ftlflJ. Beijing: ZH, 1982. 
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Qing-period MSS of this work are numerous (twelve listed in ZSB.~, #3041-
53; also see TBZJ, III: 1734-35), and they vary considerably in content and 
j. divisions. Version (a), the core of all subsequent eds., is based on a draft 
fonnedy held by Li Qing's lineal descendan4 Li Xiang *~, and is consid
ered the most authentic. 

The title o(this work alludes to the author's successive periods of service in 
three posts: in the Offices of Scrutiny for the Ministries of Punishments, Per
sonnel, and Works during the CZ and HG reigns. It consists of Li's notes on a 
variety of matters that he found notable in his official experiences, from the 
spring of 1638, when an imperial audience led to his first Office of Scrutiny 
appointment, through the defeat of efforts to establish a rump court centered on 
the prince of Luh in Hangzhou in the 6th mo. of 1645, which Li also witnessed 
first hand. The work basically is in nine parts: three biji ~~ secs. (two for 
CZ, one for HG) and for each of these a supplement :rmm and a section of "ap
pended observations" ~~. 

As in his important history of HG affairs, the Nandu lu (I.C. 18), the author 
upholds a standard of evenhandedness. Unlike in that work, a straightforward 
chronicle, here the author places his personal views in the comparatively random 
short-topical form of the biji. Though not lengthy, this record is fascinating for 
its inside perspective and quality of infonnation. In particular, it is almost our 
only source of even moderately precise knowledge of HG fiscal matters. 
Though sometimes laborious in its attention to ceremony, bestowal of titles, and 
commemorations, it documents a kind of concern among officials who saw for
mality as a valuable aspect of restabilization. 

Ref: Franke 1968: 105; Xie Guozhen 1981: 360-61. Prohib: 148. 

I.C.23. Sheng'an huangdi benji ~~Jljl**#.ic. [Sheng'an.jishi #.ic.$ (a); Sheng 'an 
benji (d)], 2 j. 

Gu Yanwu: See I.C.16. 
Editions: 

(a) In Tinglin xiansheng yishu huiji, fase. 6. 
(b) In lingtuo yishi, 3rd wk. Rpt. in Bl.4, vol. 8. 
(c) In Gu Tinglin xiansheng yishu jJF~**:9c~1:j~tf, supp!. tm~. 

Pengyingge }!~M, 1906. 
(d) In MB, 2nd wk. 
(e) In TW, no. 183, vol. 1. 1964. 

Take care to distinguish this 2-j. from a 6--j. work, attributed to Gu Yanwu 
and published under the title Shen.g 'an benji. in lingtLtD yishi and elsewhere. 
The latter actually is the liayi shian by Wen Bing (I.C.II). 

Gu Yanwu was a highly respected historian and classicist in his own day, 
and in the eighteenth and nineteenlh centuries he was revered for developing 
philological techniques that opened new possibilities in research on ancient texts. 
Contrary to the assumptions of those in the twentieth century, however, who 
have wished to lionize him as a great Ming loyalis4 his involvement with the 
Southern Ming courts consisted only of a belated appointment as an office man-
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ager in the Ministry of War, and any subsequent, active participation in anti-Qing 
resistance is only marginally verifiable. 

It is certain, however, that Gu was an incessant traveler, note-taker, and 
information gatherer. A conservative when it came to producing new historical 
works or genres, and cautious about recording recent history, he advocated 
preservation of even conflicting contemporary testimony and documentary 
sources for future appraisal. In the Sheng' an huangdi benji, Gu follows the 
form of the traditional "basic annals" of the standard dynastic histories, appar
ently intending to provide through private labors what surely never would be 
provided through official ones-basic annals of the HG reign, using the temple 
title .fitij~ of Sheng' an huangdi that was chosen for the HG emperor by the sub
sequent LW court (see sec. I.E, passim). 

Though it contains little that could not be derived from contemporaneous 
general knowledge and astute reading of HG dibao ~B~ and public pronounce
ments of the court, these annals are thoroughly compiled in a fairly workmanlike 
manner. Consequently, the work was used with only some abbreviation for the 
HG annals in the Nanjiang yishi (II.31), the best KX-period history of the 
Southern Ming in the annals-and-biographies form *c~R. 

Ref: Franke 1968: 43; Xie Guozhen 1981: 479-80. 

I. c. 24. Shi Daolin xians he ng yigao 5l:.m~:$t1::.31~ [Shi Zhongzheng gong ji 
*IE0~ (b, c, d, e); Shi Kefa ji "ilJ~~ (£)]. 

Shi Kefa [Shi Daolin; Shi Zhongzheng]: ECCP: 651-52; Zhu Wen zhang 1964; 
Shi Yuanqing 1979; QDRW, II: 209-221. 

Many editions. Only the most important or best known are listed below: 
(a) 3 j., app. 1 j. Compo Zhang Chunxiu 5lf~~. 1695. Held BUL.* 
(b) 4 j., with 2 j. of prefatory and appended materials. Ed. Shi Kaichun 

5t:.~~. Official memorial-hall edition. 1784. * (ZSB.~, #10475) 
(c) 4 centralj. from (b), omitting about one-third of the items; poems also 

omitted. In QK, j. 387-89 (rpt. vol. 27). 
(d) In liju congshu, fasc. 301. (Baibu, ser. 94, case 20, fasc. 6-7). Based 

on (b). 
(e) In CJC, vol. 2,171. Rpt. in Guoxue jiben congshu ~~~* •• , 

vol. 313. Taipei: Taiwan CP, 1968. Based on (b). 
(0 4 j. Ed. and annot. Luo Zhenchang Mtl1f~. Shanghai: SG, 1984. 

Based on (a); collated with (b); additional items from scattered sources. 

Shi Kefa was a pivotal figure in the HG government. When Beijing was lost 
in the spring of 1644, he was minister of war for the auxiliary capital, Nanjing. 
with primary responsibility to defend the Jiangnan region from further roving
rebel attacks. He had substantial experience in both civil governance and military 
leadership, and he was widely respected for probity and sincerity among offi
cials, generals, and citizens. With the establishment of the HG court, he was 
appointed Grand Secretary and Minister of War, and he was looked on by many 
as the best man to assist and guide the ruler, who inspired little confidence. 
Shi's proposal to establish the Four Defense Commands and his decision to 
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leave Nanjing and serve as commander in chief over them, in the region between 
the Yangzi and Huai Rivers, is generally regarded as having opened the way for 
takeover of the court by unsavory elements. 

This collection consists largely of memorials and letters by Shi from the HG 
period, including the famous missives exchanged between him and the Qing 
regent Dorgon, sparring over how the three-way relation among the Ming, the 
Qing, and the rebels in Shanxi was to be conceived (see Wilhelm 1933; for an 
alternate draft of Shi' s letter to Dorgon that circulated separately in the SZ and 
KX periods, see Nanjiang yishi [II.31.c]: 38-39). Because Shi was in charge of 
the South's front line military forces, these writings reflect the dilemma of need
ing to prepare to deal with the rebels, the Qing, or both. And, because Shi was 
committed to hannonization of conflict by force of reason and ethical suasion, 
they show attempts to resolve the most important tensions in the HG regime. 
The letters include the last ones Shi wrote to his family members just before the 
fall ofYangzhou to Dodo's army and his martyr's death in the 4th mo. of 1645 
(trans. in Voices, pp. 30-31). See also 1.0.16 and 1.0.20. 

Ref: Editors' fanli and postscript to (f) by Luo Jizu mt.mt§.. 

I.C.2S. Xingchao zhilue $.~mme, 10 j. 
Zhou Shiyong mJtit~ [Zhou Qizheng "E3ml. 
Prefaces 7th and 9th mos. 1644. 
Held Naikaku* (158: Hishi: 50, vols. 437-40) and FSN (TWSB, II: 1640). 

This is a collection of 231 edicts, proclamations, memorials, disquisitions, 
and recommendations on policy and strategy by the throne and several dozen 
officials from the first half year of the Nanjing regime. Some sections include 
relevant items by earlier Ming figures, such as Qi Jiguang ~.J'G. It is very 
valuable because of the complete loss of all original HG government documents 
and because very few of the items included have been published elsewhere. It is 
an excellent source for the study of responses to immediate crises by the imperial 
state. Also, in the first j. is a brief but useful record, entitled Longfei jilue, of the 
enthronement of the prince of Fu as HG emperor (see also I.C.7). 

Ref: Zhang Weiren 1976: 188-89. Prohib: 469. 

I. C.26. Xingcun lu $ff~, 2 j.; and Xu #.i.I Xingcun lu, 1 j. 
Xia Yunyi ~ft~ and Xia Wanchun :fer$:: QDRW, II: 238-43; Liu Yazi 1941; 

Guo Momo 1951: 120-60; app. 2 to Xia Wanchunji ~ (see final paragraph 
below). 

Editions: 
(a) In MB, j. 14-16. Rpt. MQ, pt. 2, vol. 4. 
(b) In ZNW, pt. 2. Rpt. in BI.10, vol. 3. 
(c) TW, no. 235. 1967. 

Though Xia Yunyi held only a magistracy during the CZ period and refused 
a minor appointment in the HG government, the high stature of his family among 
Jiangnan litterateurs, and especially his active involvement with such figures as 
Chen Zilong (see Le.4) in a network of politico-literary societies associated in 
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the Fushe movemen~ kept him intimately engaged in current politics. He and his 
precocious son, Wanchun, were admired for both their literary skills and their 
political principles by leading "righteous" figures of the day. After the fall of 
Nanjing, father and son joined with associates in the Wusong region of the 
Yangzi Delta to resist the Qing occupation of Suzhou. After that failed, Yunyi 
committed suicide, but Wanchun carried on surreptitious resistance activities 
until he was captured in 1647 and executed in the 9th mo. of that year, at the age 
of only seventeen or eighteen-thereby providing a model of teenage patriotism 
for nationalistic writers of the twentieth century. 

Given the Xias' impeccable "righteous" credentials, it was upsetting to ad
mirers who survived them to discover that in the Xingcun lu (on CZ affairs), 
dictated by Yunyi in his last days, and in the Xu Xingcun lu (on HG affairs), 
written at his father's behest by Wanchun during his last months, the main part
isan groups and leading partisan figures arc treated wi th an evenhandedness that 
seemed almost apostasy. Judgments are softened on the most anathematized 
pernicious figures, particularly Ma Shiying, and blame is placed in all partisan 
camps for carrying on internecine attack and counterattack while making no 
positive contributions to saving the state. Probably because such views were 
so unwelcome among those who later influenced the transmission of the Xias' 
manuscripts, there has been denial of their authorship, and there is reason to 
believe that the text we can read today underwent extensive cutting and tamper
ing in the early-Qing period. 

More forthright in his negative response was Yunyi's erstwhile friend, 
Huang Zongxi (see Le.IO), who wrote a rebuttal of several of the Xias' 
broadminded views in a work entitled Taicun lu i:tff~ [Taicun lu jibinn 
~cm (c)], 1 j. 

(a) In Zhaodai congshu, pt. T, fasc. 31. 
(b) In Yangshi, fasc. 4. Rpt. in CJCXin, vol. 119. 
(c) In ZNW, p. 13. Rpt. in BJ.10, vol. 5. 
(d) In Huang Zongxi quanji, vol. 1, and other editions of Huang's 

collected writings. 
(e) In TW, no. 259. 1968. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 367,372. 
Xia Wanchun's collected writings include some stirring and incredibly eru

dite patriotic poems, elegies for Ming-Ioyalist martyrs, and an appeal to the Qing 
authorities for clemency toward the family of Hou Tongzeng {~IIIfuJ~. They 
further illuminate Wanchun' s political views but not his resistance activities. 
The most complete edition is the Xia Wanchun ji (Shanghai: ZH, 1959). For 
annotative studies see Bai Jian 1991 and Wang Xuezeng 1997. 

Ref: Franke 1944: 62-63; Li Ciming 1961: 373-74; Xie Guozhen 1981: 
361-66; Zhu Xizu 1961: 7-14. Prohib: 255-56. 
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I.C.27. Xunyang jislzi ~~~., 1 j. 
Yuan Jixian ~~~ [Yuan Linhou I@;~]: ECCP: 948-49; Donglin liezhuan, 

10/28a-31 b; Mingshi, j. 277 (vol. 23): 7085-89; autobiographical rilu B ~ 
through 1639 in Liuliutang yiji (see below). 

Ed. Hu Sijing m ~J1& [late-Qing or early-Republican period]. 
In Yuzhang congshu, fasc. 45 (rpt. fasc. 44). This fascicle consists of materials 

selected and rearranged from Yuan's collected writings, the Liuliutang yiji 
I\WP~~~, ed. Zhang Zilie ~ § ?!!, ca. 1648. For remaining parts of that 
collection, see Guocui xuebao ~;t$!¥~, year 7, zhuanlu m~ secs. Rpt. 
Taiwan CP, 1974; vol. 19, pp. 10383-92, 10549-60, 10695-707. Rpt. of 
Xunyang jishi in CJCX, vol. 278. 

Yuan Jixian had gained considerable official experience in unstable Huguang 
Provo during the CZ period. Partly because he held some personal and moral 
suasiveness over the refractory defense commander Zuo Liangyu :ti:~35., 
headquartered at Wuchang ~{§, Yuan had been appointed viceroy for Jiangxi, 
Huguang, and the prefectures of Yingtian JJ!:;K (Nanjing) and Anqing, with 
headquarters at Jiujiang lLiL to keep Zuo and his forces in line and guard 
against any threatening movement by them toward Nanjing. Relations between 
Zuo and the HG court never were amicable, and in the 3rd mo. of 1645 Zuo's 
subordinates seized on a pretext to launch a desultory "cleansing" campaign 
against that cou~ just as the Qing also were advancing on the lower Yangzi 
region. 

The Xunyang jishi, composed by Yuan under Qing custody before his exe
cution, self-defensively recounts his relations with Zuo Liangyu. It extends 
from the 2nd mo. of 1641, when Zuo's disobedience complicated efforts to deal 
with the occupation by roving rebel Zhang Xianzhong ~l*:,*, of southern Hu
guang, through his attempts to get Zuo to cooperate with the southelTI court, to 
his desperate meeting with Zuo at Jiujiang on 1645/4/1, in the midst of a gen
erally collapsing situation, three days before Zuo's death. It concludes with 
Yuan's account of his capture by the Qing (aided by Zuo Liangyu's son, Meng
geng ~~, who had surrendered) and his conduct under custody. The date 
given for Yuan's execution in an anonymous contemporary's postscript does 
not agree with those in Yuan's biographies. 

The editor, Hu Sijing, has interpolated some of Yuan's official communi
cations and personal letters at appropriate points in the account, which docu
ments relations between civil and military officials at the end of the Ming. 

Ref: Editor's col. to Yuzhang congshu ed.; Xie Guozhen 1981: 672-73. 
Prohib: 159 (see also Qingdai wenziyu dang, 1986 rpt., I: 295-306). 

I.C.28. Yangzlzou bianlue m1H~~, 1 j. 
Anon. 
Editions: 

(a) In liashen jishi, j. 6. (XLT, fasc. 112; rpt. vol. 21). 
(b) In Tongshi, vol. 8. 
(c) In ZNW, pt. 2. Rpt. in BI.I0, vol. 2. 
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Cd) In TW, no. 268. 1968. 

This brief account by a resident of Yangzhou tells of the violent resistance of 
his fellow townsmen to occupation of Yangzhou city by the anny of the initially 
most refractory of the Four Defense Commanders. Gao Jie. The author passes 
judgment on the incident in which a js. named Zheng Yuanxun ~JGWJ, who 
tried to mediate the conflict but was seen as a mouthpiece for Gao, was hacked 
to death by an angry mob. It shows how severe tensions could become between 
the populace and unruly Ming troops. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 504-5. 

I.C.29. Yishi suotan li*~~ [Pomeng xiantan Wl~~~], 6 j. Fuji m~, 1 j. 
Shen Yixian tt1it1W. 
MS held NCL (I: 185). 

The body of this work concerns affairs of the TQ and CZ reign periods. The 
Fuji, however, contains a substantial section. "Huainan sizhen" 1fEl¥Hillft which 
gives more infonnation on the Four Defense Commanders-backgrounds, mu
tual relations, and conditions in their territories-than any other single account. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 945-46. Prohib: 468. 

I. C. 30. Zaolin zazu m*f~m., 6 j. App. 1 j. 
Tan Qian ~~ [Tan Rumu ~*]: QDRW, II: 393-99; Wu Han 1962; Luo 

Zhonghui 1982. 
Editions: 

(a) In Zhangshi shiyuan congshu chuji, fasc. 3-8. 
(b) Shanghai: Xin wenhua shu she if)(1~1it±. 1935. >\< 

(c) In BIZ, vol. 2. Rpt. in BI.22, vol. 6. 

The author is one of the best-known and well-regarded scholars of Ming
dynasty history, principally because of the merits of his magnum opus, the 
Guoque (11.12). Like Li Qing (see LC.18, LC.22), he separated his formal 
chronicle of the HG reign (in the Guoque, j. 101-7) from his random notes on 
related matters that came to his personal attention. The Zaolin zazu is a collection 
of such notes and short essays on topics and personages from late WL through 
HG. The HG material, which touches on virtually every controversial incident, 
issue, and figure of that reign, is largely contained in the fourth part, the "Renji" 
t~. 

Though Tan Qian never held official position, he was a close friend of both 
the Donglin-affiliated HG minister of personnel Zhang Shenyan ~m§, who 
resigned after clashing with the military nobles, and with the less partisan, well
respected grand secretary and minister of rites Gao Hongtu ~ 5L [if, whom Tan 
served as a private secretary during Gao's tenure at the HG court from the early 
7th through the early 11th mo. of 1644. In the latter capacity, Tan was in a po
sition not only to gather historical materials but to observe and form opinions 
about court goings-on. His descriptions of and comments about the prince of 
Fu, and the eunuchs and entertainers who surrounded him, are especially with-

. ering. In this respect, the Zaolin zazu is comparable with a work entitled Xian-
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yan ~§, attributed to Lu Qi ~jfi (in Guxue huikan, pt. 2; and ZNW, pt. 4), 
which smears the HG emperor and his servitors with rumors of debauchery and 
portrayals of inept, callous injustice. But the former is fuller, richer, and better 
informed than the latter. Tan's keen observations and reportage on a wide va
riety of matters make this the best work in the biji/xiaopin /J\6b form on HG 
affairs. 

Jia Naiqian (1986) points out that the Renhaiji A#i~ by Tan Qian's junior 
fellow landsman, Zha Shenxing ~'Wtff, because it borrowed extensively from 
an early copy of the Zaolin zazu, can supplement available editions of the latter 
work. 

Ref: Xie Guozhen 1981: 939-40. Prohib: 388. 

I.C.31. Zhongxing shUu CP~1r~; and Zhongxillg weUue r-p~m:~. 
Compo Feng Menglong ~~Ji=Fm: Lu Shulun 1987; Wei Tongxian 1986; Dki 

1995. 
Pub. 1645 and 1646, resp. 
Both compilations held Naikaku (84).* Latter rep. in Min-Shin shiryo shu 

1Y3~~;pJ.~, vol. 1. Ed. Nagasawa Kikuya ~~m~EiE.. Tokyo: Kyuko 
shoten r&ti1fhS, 1974. 

This is a complex case. The ShUu contains copies of various official docu
ments that were issued publicly by the HG court, while the Weilue contains 
public documents and other writings that pertain to both the HG court and the 
early LW regime. About half the items listed in the table of contents of the Wei
iue, however, are not to be found in the text, and of those in the text several are 
the same as ones in the ShUu. Moreover, a number of the items in these two 
publications also can be found (either verbatim or in similar form) in the Mingji 
shUu (LC.16), Ji Liuqi's Mingji nanlue (11.26), and Zhou Shiyong's Xingchao 
zhiIue (I.C.25). 

Xie Guozhen at one point (1981: 491) states that the ShUu is the same in 
content as j. 7-12 of the collection entitled liashen jishi (see "Part Two Refer
ences: Collections and Series"), also edited and published by Feng Menglong. 
This is far from the case, however, since the latter consists of a different and 
much greater set of official writings (flfty-five items in all) by important political 
figures of the time. Researchers should thoroughly utilize j. 7-12 in the liashen 
jishi as well as the Mingji shiIu, the Mingji nan/ue, and the Xingchao zhilue. 
Then it would not be necessary to consult the ShUu at all, and only three items in 
the Weilue would need to be studied, the three qice ~m by Shi Kefa and Peng 
Shiheng ~If.fV. 

Ref: Ishihara 1935: 428-35; Xie Guozhen 1981: 490-92, 1007. 

See also: I.B.2, Chen Jiemin gong zougao; I.B.8, Loushantang ji; LB.17, Yubian ji/Lle; 
I.C.2I, Ruan Dacheng benmo; 1.F.6, lingguo xionglue; LH.2, Chen Yanye xiansheng 
quanji; 11.12, Guoque; 11.14, Hongguang chao wei donggong ... ; 11.15, Hongguang yi
you Yangzhou ... ; II.30, Nandu san yian; and II.46, Zuiwei lu. 


